
 

   

 

 

Press release 

 

HPC and compacer implement IT integration 
for automated customs clearance for Cuxport 
 
Providing interfaces for effective customs clearance of post-Brexit UK freight traffic  
 
 
Hamburg, 27 January 2021 – HPC Hamburg Port Consulting, the logistics consultancy 
providing management consulting and software solutions for ports, sea and inland 
terminals as well as intermodal rail, has implemented project and integration 
management for the provision of interfaces for terminal-side customs clearance for 
the German deep-water terminal Cuxport. Run jointly with compacer, an IoT strategy 
software provider, the aim of the project was to electronically link the customer and 
customs clearance system to the Cuxport IT system landscape and automate complex 
customs clearance processes related to trade with Great Britain.  

 
The increasing digital networking of the global supply chain places high demands on the 
electronic communication capabilities of everyone involved. Cuxport, a modern 
multifunctional terminal with lock-free access to the North Sea and optimal hinterland 
connections, offers not only the effective handling of RoRo, containers, general or project 
cargo and automobile logistics, but also reliable and efficient handling of required freight 
documentation.  
 
After the UK's exit from the European Single Market on 01.01.2021, all freight traffic to and 
from the UK – amounting to a significant proportion of the freight handled at Cuxport - will be 
subject to customs law. These new customs processes require specific data and knowledge. 
They are also labour-intensive and prone to error if carried out manually. Cuxport has 
therefore commissioned HPC to digitalise and automate the customs clearance processes 
for import and export traffic with the UK where possible. 
 
HPC’s IT consulting specialists analysed all information flows relevant for customs. They 
then developed data network models that break down data silos and connect processes 
between external and internal data sources. Using edbic, compacer provided the technical 
data and process integration platform on which the data models were implemented.  
 
"In order to be able to offer the same level of quality and reliable goods clearance for our 
customers in the post-Brexit era, the digitalisation of customs clearance plays a crucial role," 
says Hans-Peter Zint, Managing Director of Cuxport. "We are continually investing in 
improvements to our digital infrastructure, thereby optimising digital communication between 
shipowners, ships, terminals and authorities. Thanks to the IT business integration by HPC 
and compacer, we are pleased to be 'Brexit-ready' on schedule and be able to guarantee our 
customers effective cargo documentation." 
 
 



 

   
 
 
HPC has successfully implemented several integration projects for ports and terminals with 
compacer, from project management to completion and go-live scenarios. Based on a 
comprehensive interface analysis and specification as well as a database for the storage of 
customs-relevant data, edbic enables efficient communication with the customs clearance 
and disposition system as well as the shipowners’ IT systems. edpem, compacer’s Process 
Event Monitoring Tool, also provides continuous monitoring, making processes visible and 
transparent. 
 
"I am pleased that our Business Integration Cluster, edbic, ensures digitalisation, automation 
and networking at the Cuxport terminal as well as added efficiency and quality in the entire 
process," says Lumir Boureanu, CEO of compacer GmbH. 
 
"Successful IT integration management requires a thorough analysis of the processes and 
their mapping in the existing IT landscape as well as efficient project coordination with all 
stakeholders," says Torsten Neubert, Senior IT Consultant at HPC. "Within a short project 
period, we are pleased to have not only been able to support Cuxport with the provision of 
the necessary IT infrastructure for customs clearance, but also to have set the course for 
further automation." 
 
With the introduction of an integration platform, Cuxport is creating the foundation for the 
efficient development and integration of future Internet of Things (IoT) technologies. The 
extensive selection of ready-made connectors and the automated monitoring of interface 
processes offer advantages in the effective implementation and expansion of future 
interface-based communication with other IT systems. 
  
Participants in the Port Integration Days 2021 can learn more about successful projects and 
integration strategies from the fields of automation, predictive maintenance and monitoring, 
energy management and port communication systems. The virtual event with live 
moderation, organised jointly by HPC and compacer, will take place from 23 to 24 February. 
Interested parties can register here: https://bit.ly/3mYk5Fx 

 

Contact 

Steffi Karsten, HPC Marketing / PR, email: s.karsten@hpc-hamburg.de 
Stefanie Meier, compacer Marketing / PR, email: stefanie.meier@compacer.com 
 
About HPC 
Hamburg Port Consulting (HPC) operates as logistics consulting company specialised in strategy and 
transformation services for the ports, terminals, and rail sectors. Since establishing in 1976, the Hamburg-based 
consulting company has delivered more than 1,660 projects across 130 countries spanning six continents along 
the full port project development cycle. HPC employs about 100 domain experts with a background as terminal 
operators, software engineers, logistics managers, transport economics and mathematicians. As a subsidiary of 
the Hamburg Port and Logistics Corporation (HHLA), HPC has its root in port handling of container, break bulk 
and multipurpose as well as hinterland operations. www.hamburgportconsulting.com 
 
 
About compacer 
compacer GmbH is among Germany's most important IT service providers and software providers for reliable and 
format-independent data interchange between IT systems, machines, and devices. compacer supports 
businesses in the automation and digitalisation of their business-critical processes and ensures that their IT 
structure continues to develop in an innovative and futuristic way. Smart services solutions 'made in Germany' are 
used in the areas of EDI, e-invoicing, retrofitting, predictive maintenance and blockchain. compacer is appreciated 
as a trustworthy, independent technology partner and innovator, which optimises the value chain of its customers 
via the establishment and expansion of secure ecosystems. compacer thus helps them to become more 
interconnected, more agile and more efficient. Innovation and the trend toward new topics have high priority at 
compacer. The company is part of the eurodata-group and has many years of sustainable national and 
international expertise in the areas of data integration and process optimisation. For more information go to: 
www.compacer.com 
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